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	other	government
SOFWERX works closely with various governmental agencies and departments, ensuring cohesive policy implementation, coordination of missions, and leveraging resources to achieve national security objectives.

	non-government
Through collaborations with non-government organizations (NGOs) and private entities, SOFWERX engages in humanitarian assistance, information sharing, and other cooperative efforts that align with broader societal goals and global security interests.
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contact us

We are here to answer any questions you may have about SOFWERX and our mission. Please contact us using the following form.First Name *
Last Name *

Email address *

Subject *
Message *
Submit





Thank you for submitting! A team member will get back to you
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	current events
SOFWERX events are utilized as mechanisms to solve challenging Warfighter problems. We leverage our ecosystem to collaborate and innovate for Special Operations Forces. Check out what we have coming up next and get involved!

	past events
View our completed event summaries below. This provides an overview of SOFWERX activities including results and, when applicable, paths forward.
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	past events
View our completed event summaries below. This provides an overview of SOFWERX activities including results and, when applicable, paths forward.

	external events
Explore summaries below for an overview of SOFWERX's role in completed external events, including USSOCOM sponsored exercises, detailing outcomes and future directions.
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Explore summaries below for an overview of SOFWERX's role in completed external events, including USSOCOM sponsored exercises, detailing outcomes and future directions.





	got cool tech?




	tech tuesday
Tech Tuesday is a forum designed to specifically identify and discover transformational levels of technology.



	foundry




	foundry
The Foundry offers engineering, additive, and traditional manufacturing for rapid prototyping and proof of concept.
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	join ecosystem
SOFWERX helps solve Special Operations Forces challenges by collaborating with subject matter experts.

	request tour
Come see SOFWERX for yourself! Tours are available every Wednesday at 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM. Meet with us for a SOFWERX 101 and walk through the space to learn more about our mission. Tours require no more than an hour.
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	metrics




	ecosystem
Annual Ecosystem numbers comprised of email constituents and social media followers 

	tech tuesday
Forum designed to specifically identify and discover transformational levels of technology

	event statistics
The quantity and quality of responses to Warfighter challenges demonstrates the level of engagement from the SOFWERX Ecosystem.
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	event statistics
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	small business innovation research/small business technology transfer
Small Business Innovation Research Statistics through SOFWERX

	impact
Results which have the potential to directly support the Special Operations Forces

	components supported
Components Supported through all SOFWERX efforts
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	government
SOFWERX works closely with various governmental agencies and departments, ensuring cohesive policy implementation, coordination of missions, and leveraging resources to achieve national security objectives.

	non-government
Through collaborations with non-government organizations (NGOs) and private entities, SOFWERX engages in humanitarian assistance, information sharing, and other cooperative efforts that align with broader societal goals and global security interests.




404 Error
Oops... It appears that you have found a gap in our content... Maybe you were looking for one of the pages linked below? Even if you are not, I really recommend checking them out.
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